Trappist-1 exoplanets may have too much
water to support life
20 March 2018, by Bob Yirka
speculation by suggesting that all of the planets
have too much water to support life. In modeling
the planets, the researchers found that they all
have far more water than Earth, from 50 percent of
their mass to 10 percent. The Earth, by contrast, is
just 0.2 percent water. So much water likely means
there are no exposed land masses, which suggests
no geochemical cycles that could promote an
atmosphere. Also, a planet covered by very deep
oceans would experience extreme mantle pressure
preventing rock from moving upward, likely
resulting in a runaway snowball effect.

Modelled ?2 goodness of fit for the masses of the
TRAPPIST-1 planets as a function of the planet's radius
and relative H2O mass fraction in wt% added to the
system. Credit: Nature Astronomy (2018)
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A team of researchers from Arizona State
University and Vanderbilt University has found
evidence that suggests the exoplanets surrounding
the star Trappist-1 may be too wet to support life.
In their paper published in the journal Nature
Astronomy, the group describes using data from
prior efforts that focused on determining the mass
and diameter of the stars' planets to calculate
densities, and from that, used a computer to model
the likely building blocks of each.
Last year, scientists discovered the Trappist-1 star
system—a red dwarf 39 light years away
surrounded by seven planets, all of which are
similar in size to Earth. This discovery set off
speculation on the possibility of one or more of the
planets harboring life. The researchers with this
new effort have thrown a wet blanket on such

Slice through a model composition of TRAPPIST-1 'f'
which contains over 50 percent water by mass. The
pressure of the water alone is enough to cause it to
become high-pressure ice. The pressure at the watermantle boundary is so great that no upper mantle is
present at all; instead the shallowest rocks would be
more like those seen in the Earth's lower mantle. Credit:
ASU
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The seven planets are classified as rocky, which
means they are not gaseous. Also, three of them
reside in the "habitable zone," but their star is
approximately 2,000 times dimmer than our own,
which means that the planets most likely to support
life reside very close to their star. But that could be
a problem for a couple of reasons—one is that it
means the planets are likely tidally locked, resulting
in one side always being too hot while the other is
too cold. Also, red dwarfs are known to flare a lot,
which could spell doom for life on nearby planets.

This graph shows the minimum starting distances of the
ice-rich TRAPPIST-1 planets (especially f and g) from
their star (horizontal axis) as a function of how quickly
they formed after their host star was born (vertical axis).
The blue line represents a model where water condenses
to ice at 170 K, as in our Solar System's planet-forming
disk. The red line applies to water condensing to ice at
212 K, appropriate to the TRAPPIST-1 disk. If planets
formed quickly, they must have formed farther away (and
migrated in a greater distance) to contain significant ice.
All seven planets discovered in orbit around the red dwarf Because TRAPPIST-1 dims over time, if the planets
formed later, they could have formed closer to the host
star TRAPPIST-1 could easily fit inside the orbit of
Mercury, the innermost planet of our solar system. Credit: star and still be ice-rich. Credit: ASU
NASA/JPL- Caltech

More information: Inward migration of the
TRAPPIST-1 planets as inferred from their waterThe researchers suggest their results could also
rich compositions, Nature Astronomy (2018) DOI:
have implications for theories on how planets
develop as they note that all seven of the planets in 10.1038/s41550-018-0411-6 ,
the Trappist-1 system lie within the "snow line," but https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-018-0411-6
the model shows that the outer planets likely
formed beyond that line and migrated inwards over Abstract
Multiple planet systems provide an ideal laboratory
time.
for probing exoplanet composition, formation
history and potential habitability. For the
TRAPPIST-1 planets, the planetary radii are well
established from transits, with reasonable mass
estimates coming from transit timing variations2,3
and dynamical modelling4. The low bulk densities
of the TRAPPIST-1 planets demand substantial
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volatile content. Here we show, using
mass–radius–composition models, that
TRAPPIST-1f and g probably contain substantial
(?50 wt%) water/ice, with TRAPPIST-1 b and c
being significantly drier (?15 wt%). We propose that
this gradient of water mass fractions implies that
planets f and g formed outside the primordial snow
line whereas b and c formed within it. We find that,
compared with planets in our Solar System that
also formed within the snow line, TRAPPIST-1b
and c contain hundreds more oceans of water. We
demonstrate that the extent and timescale of
migration in the TRAPPIST-1 system depends on
how rapidly the planets formed and the relative
location of the primordial snow line. This work
provides a framework for understanding the
differences between the protoplanetary disks of our
Solar System versus M dwarfs. Our results provide
key insights into the volatile budgets, timescales of
planet formation and migration history of M dwarf
systems, probably the most common type of
planetary host in the Galaxy.
Press release
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